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Balancing for nonlinear systems 
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Abstract: We present a method of balancing for nonlinear systems which is an extension of balancing for linear systems in the sense that 
it is based on the input and output energy of a system. It is a local result, but gives "broader' results than we obtain by just linearizing the 
system. Furthermore, the relation with balancing of the linearization is dealt with. We propose to use the method as a tool for nonlinear 
model reduction and investigate some of the properties of the reduced system. 
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1. Introduction 

Balancing for linear systems is a well-known subject on which there has been a lot of research in the last 
decade. It started with a paper of Moore [111 in 1981, where balancing is introduced with the aim of using it 
as a tool for model reduction. If a linear system is in balanced form, the Hankel singular values are a measure 
for the importance of state components. This means that the influence of the corresponding state component 
on the output and input energy is measured by a Hankei singular value. If a Hankel singular value is 
relatively small the influence of the corresponding state component on the output and input energy is, 
respectively, low and high, and thus this state component can be deleted in order to obtain a reduced-order 
model. There has also been research on the optimality of this model reduction method [3], the properties of 
the reduced system I16] and other ways of balancing, i.e. LQG-balancing [15] and ~®-balancing I 12, 13]. 

In this paper we give a set up of balancing for nonlinear systems. The intuitive idea behind model reduction 
for linear systems can be extended to nonlinear systems. Again, as in the linear case, the importance of state 
components can be measured in terms of the input and output energy. Instead of the Hankel singular values 
we define for nonlinear systems singular value functions, measuring again the importance of a state 
component. If a singular value function is relatively small then the corresponding state component is not 
important, and thus can be deleted in the nonlinear model. 

In Section 2 we give a very brief review on balancing for linear systems. Section 3 contains properties of the 
input and output energy functions for nonlinear systems. These properties are instrumental in the set up for 
balancing of nonlinear systems. In Section 4 we go into balancing for nonlinear systems and define the 
singular value functions. We propose a procedure to bring a nonlinear system in balanced form. We also 
consider the linearized version of this procedure and conclude that it matches with the linear theory. 
Furthermore, we study model reduction based on the concept of balancing in Section 5. Finally, in Section 
6 we give some conclusions. 

Throughout this paper we will use a fairly standard notation. We denote by xrx or II x II 2 the squared norm 
of a vector x(t), x : IR- - ,R  n. We say that u : ( -  oo,0)--,F- m is in L 2 ( - -  oo, 0) if ~°~[lu(t)ll2dt < ~ .  
By dL/dx (x) we denote the row-vector of partial derivatives of a differentiable function L : R  n- ,  IR. 
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Furthermore, we denote by x(t2) = tp(t2, tl, xl, u) the solution on time t2 of the system ~ =f (x)  + g(x)u, with 
initial condition x(t~) = xl  and input u'[t~, t2] -* IR m. 

2. Review of balancing for linear systems 

Consider a linear system 

= Ax + Bu, y = Cx, 

where u a R  m, xelR" and yEIR p. We assume throughout that (1) is stable, controllable and observable. 

(1) 

Definition 2.1. The controllability and observability function of a linear system are defined as 

Lc(xo) = min 1 I "  ueL2(-ao.O) 2 O- [[ u(t)  [[ 2 dr, (2) 
go x(- oo)= o, x(o) =xo 

respectively, 

Lo(xo)=~ Ily(t)ll2dt, x(0)=Xo, u ( t ) - O ,  0 _ < t < o o .  (3) 

The value of the controllability function at Xo is the minimum amount of control energy required to reach the 
state Xo and the value of the observability function at xo is the amount of output energy generated by the 
state Xo. The following results are well known (cf. [11]). 

Theorem 2.2. For system (1) we have Lc(xo) = ½ x~ W -  i xo, where W = ~o ea'BBTeAT' dt is the controllability 
gramian and Lo(xo)= ½ x~oMxo, where M = ~o eaV'cTCe'~'dt is the observability oramian. Furthermore, 
W and M are the unique positive-definite solutions of  the following Lyapunov equations: 

A W + WA T= - BB T, (4) 

ATM + MA = - C T C .  (5) 

Theorem 2.3. There exists a state space transformation x = S~ for system (1) such that the transformed system 

y=C  

is in balanced form, i.e., 

(6) 

with trl >_ or2 >_" • • >_ ~ (7) 

are the controllability and observability oramian of  the transformed system (6), where W = M = S -  l WS-T = 
ST MS. Here the tri's, i = 1 , . . . ,  n, are the Hankel singular values, i.e. the singular values of  the Hankel operator 
of  the system (see [3]). 

For system (6) the controllability and observability function are, respectively, £c(Xo)= lz XoZ-T - 1~o and 
L~(~o) - ½ ~oT2~£o. For small ¢i the amount of control energy required to reach the state ~ - ( 0 . . .  0 xi 
0 . . .  0) is large, while the output energy generated by this state ~ is small. Hence, if ¢k >> ~k+ 1, the state 
components xk + 1 to x, are not important from this energy point of view and can be removed to reduce the 
number of state components of the model. As we already stated in the introduction, these results as well as the 
optimality of this model reduction method in terms of optimal approximation and the properties of the 
reduced system can be found in [3, 16]. Another way to characterize the Hankel singular values can be found 
in [1,2]. 
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3. The controllability and observability function of nonlinear systems 

Consider a smooth, i.e., C °°, nonlinear system of the form 

= f ( x )  + O(x)u, y = h(x), (8) 

where u = (ut. • • u,.)elR m, y = (Yl- • • Yp) eRp and x = (xl .  •. x.) are local coordinates for a smooth state 
space manifold denoted by M. Throughout  we assume that the system has an equilibrium. Without loss of 
generality, we take this equilibrium in 0, i.e. f ( 0 ) =  0 and we also take h (0 )=  0. The controllability and 
observability function, respectively, L, and Lo, of system (8) are defined in the same way as in Section 2 for 
linear systems. Again the value of the controllability function at Xo is the minimum amount of control energy 
required to reach the state Xo and the value of the observability function at Xo is the amount of output energy 
generated by Xo. 

Definition 3.1. The controllability and observability function of a nonlinear system are defined as 

min 1 I ~ Lc(xo) = [] u(t)l[ 2 dr, (9) 
ucL2( - ao. O) 2 o -  ao 

x ( -  oo) = O, x(O) =xo  

respectively, 

Lo (xo )=~  Ily(t)ll2dt, x(O)=xo, u ( t ) -O ,  0 < t  < oo. (10) 

These functions do not necessarily exist, i.e. are finite. In particular, Lo can be infinite if the system is unstable 
and if Xo cannot be reached from 0, then by convention Lc(xo) will be infinite. In this section we assume 
throughout that Lc and Lo arefinite. Also, for the rest of this paper we assume L~ and Lo are smooth functions 
of x. 

Theorem 3.2. I f  0 is an asymptotically stable equilibrium off(x) on a neighborhood W of O then, for all xe  W, 
Lo(x) is the unique smooth solution of 

OLo 1 
Ox (x)f(x) + ~hX(x)h(x) = 0, Lo(0) = 0 ( l l )  

under the assumption that (11) has a smooth solution on W. Furthermore, for all x¢ W, Lc(x) is the unique smooth 
solution of  

OLc 1 OT L° (x) = O, Lo(O) = Ox (x)f(x) + ~ (x)a(x)ar(x) c~x o (12) 

under the assumption that (12) has a smooth solution fi-,c on Wand that 0 is an asymptotically stable equilibrium 
of -- (f(x) + O(x)oT(x) OT fi-,dOx (x)) on W. 

Proof. Assume (11) has on W as smooth solution Lo(x). Then ½hT(x)h(x) = -O[,o/OX(x)f(x). Since Lo is 
defined as in definition 3.1, we have 

'fo - Io Lo(xo) - ~ [ly(t)ll 2 dt = hT(x(t))h(x(t))dt = - (x(t))f(x(t))dt 

f o  - _ 
= - -~£o(X( t ) )d t -  -£o(x(oo))  + Lo(x(O))+ Lo(xo) Vxo¢W 

since x(0) = Xo and x(ov) = 0 by the asymptotic stability off(x). Hence, part 1 is proven. For part 2 we 
assume (12) has on W a smooth positive-definite solution L-~(x). Then Of_,dOx(x)f(x)= - 1/20L~/Ox (x) 
O(x)oV(x)OVfi_,dOx(x). As in Definition 3.1, we consider the inputs u such that x(O)= xo~W and 
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x ( -  oo)= O, then 

. . . . .  1 OLo e~L. or.o 
(X)O(x)gT(x)-~x" (X) + (X)g(X)U d L~(x)= ~-~(x)Yc = ~-~(x)f(x)+ ~-~(x)g(x)u = 2 0 x  ~x  

1 T 1 OL-~ 1 c~E~ T t~ TL~ (X) 
= ~u u - ~u~u + -~x(X)O(x)u - ~-~x(X)O(x)g (x) Ox 

i 'll II 2 = ~ Ilull 2 - ~ u - oT(x)-~-x(X) 

and thus, 

r~o(xo) = o® ~d r~c(x(t))dt - " 2 ~o Ilu(t)l lZ d t  - 2 oo u(t) -- gT(x(t))-~x~ (X(t)) dt 

~ _  I[u(t)ll2dt Vxo~W. 
oo 

Hence,/2~(Xo) Js a lower bound for ½~o_~ ilu(t){12 dt. It is clear that for u - OT(x)OTEdOx (x), L, is equal to 
this lower bound. By the asymptotic stability of - (f(x) + o(xlgT(x) OTEc/OX (x)) on W this latter input is 
such that x( - oo) - 0. Therefore, for all XoS W 

L~(xo) = min 1 f ]  u~,.~c-~,o~ 2 Ilu(t)ll e dt =/-~c(Xo). [] 
oo 

x ( -  oo1 = O, xlOl=xo 

Remark 3.3. Equation (11) is a nonlinear Lyapunov type of equation and equation (12) is a Hamilton-Jacobi 
equation associated with an optimal control problem. If we take for system (8) a linear system we see that the 
Lyapunov equation for the observability gramian is given by (11) and that multiplying the Lyapunov 
equation for the controllability gramian from the left and the right by the inverse controllability gramian 
results in an equation which is given by (12). 

Remark 3.4. If Lo is a solution of (11), we can conclude from the negative-semidefiniteness of OLo/OX(x)f(x) 
that Lo is decreasing alongf. Since 0 is an asymptotically stable equilibrium off, 0 is a minimum for Lo, and 
hence Lo is nonnegatit, e. Furthermore, if Lc is a solution of (12), we can conclude from the negative- 
semidefiniteness of OLo/Ox (x) ( - (f(x) + O(x)o(x) T O~LdOx (x)), that Lo is decreasing along - (f(x) + 
O(x)o(x)TOTLdOx(x)). Again, since 0 is an asymptotically stable equilibrium of - ( f ( x )+g(x )o(x )  T 
0 TLo/Ox (x)), 0 is a minimum for L~ and hence L~ is nonneoative. 

Remark 3.5. If A = Of/t~x(O) is asymptotically stable then locally about 0, (11) and (12) have smooth 
solutions, see [17]. 

Remark 3.6. If we replace the condition that (12) has a smooth solution £,c on W and that 0 is an 
asymptotically stable equilibrium of - ( f ( x ) +  g(X)OT(X)O~Ec/OX(X)) by the condition that (12) has 
a smooth solution/~c that i3 positive-definite, then we get the same result, see Theorem 3.8. 

Definition 3.7. A Lyapunov function on W for system (8) is a positive-definite function L such that 
aL/~x (x)f(x) <<_ 0 for all x~ W. 

Lyapunov functions are well known and can be used to show stability properties of a system. In the 
following we will do this and we will also use LaSalle's invariance principle (See, for example, [9]). 
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Theorem 3.8. Assume 0 is an asymptotically stable equilibrium of f  on Wand (12) has a smooth solution Lc on W. 
Then /r~(Xo)>0 for xo~W, Xo SO, if and only if 0 is an asymptotically stable equilibrium of 
- (f(x) + oix)or(x) c3"rEo/c3x (x)) on W. 

I 

Proof. Assume L~(xo) > 0 for Xoe W, Xo # 0, We know that on W 

0£o ( o T £ ~ x ) \  10£o ~ X  ~ 
Ox (x) - f (x) + O(x)oT(x)--~X ( ) = 20X (X)O(X)Or(X) (X) < O. 

Hence, Lc is a Lyapunov function for - (f(x) + O(x)gT(x) OTL¢/OX (x)) which therefore is stable on W. To 
prove asymptotic stability we need to find the maximal invariant set of - if(x) + g(X)OT(X) oTEc/?X (X)) in 
V:= {xlOE, o/Ox (x)o(x) = 0}. This is the same as finding the maximal invariant set of - f ( x )  in V. By 02) we 
know that V - { x l O L c / O x ( x ) f ( x ) - O } -  {xld/dt Eo(x(t))-O}. Since f is asymptotically stable and /=o 
positive-definite on W, we conclude from this that the maximal invariant set in V is {0} and LaSalle's 
invariance principle thus implies that - (fix) + oix)oT(x) OT£c/OX ix)) is asymptotically stable on W. 

For the if part of the theorem we use Theorem 3.2. This states that/~¢ = Lc on W, where Lc is the 
controllability function of system (8). Furthermore, we know from the proof of Theorem 3.2 that the 
minimum is taken for u - 0 T(x) 0 TLo/0x (x). Hence, 

L~(xo) - ~ ® --~x (X(t))g(x(t))OT(x(t)) (x(t))dt. 

Let now Xo # 0. If OLc/Ox (x(t))O(x(t)) = 0 for - oo < t < 0 then u(t) = 0, for all t, - oo < t < 0. However, 
s incefis  asymptotically stable, we cannot have x( - oo) = 0 and x(0) = Xo ~ 0. Hence, we have a contradic- 
tion and thus there exists a t, - oo < t < 0, such that OLJOx (x(t))o(xit))O T ix(t))0 TLJOx (x(t)) > 0. This 
implies that L~ixo) > 0, ¥Xo¢ W, Xo # 0. [] 

For the following definition, see e.g. [17]. 

Definition 3.9. The system (8) is reachable from Xo if, for any ~eM, there exists a i _> 0 and input u such that 
= rp(i, 0, Xo, u). The system (8) is a zero-stable observable if any trajectory such that u ( t ) -  O, y ( t ) -  0 

implies x(t) =- O, i.e., for all xcM,  h(~pit, O, x, 0)) - O, t > 0 =~ tO(t, O, x, O) - O, t > O. 

The following theorems are related to some results in [6, 17]. 

Theorem 3.10. I f  the system (8) is zero-state observable and (11) has a smooth positive-definite solution Lo, then 
the system ~ - f ( x )  is locally asymptotically stable. I f  L'o is proper (i.e. for each c > 0 the set 
{xcM[0  ~/ :o(x)  < c} is compact), then Y¢ =f(x) is globally asymptotically stable. 

Proof. OLo/OX (x)f(x) = - ½ hT(x)h(x) < 0 and by the zero-state observability OLo/OX (x)f(x) = 0 =~ x = 0 
for ~ =fix) .  Global asymptotic stability now follows by LaSalle's invariance principle. [] 

Theorem 3.11. Assume 0 is an asymptotically stable equilibrium off(x) on a neighborhood W of O. I f  the system 
(8) is zero-stable observable and (11) has the smooth solution Lo on W, then Loixo) > O, YxoeW, Xo ~: O. 

Proof. By Theorem 3.2 and Definition 3.1, we have VXo¢ W 

= [[y(t)llZdt, x(O)= Xo. Lo(xo) 2 Jo 
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Zero-state observability implies that, for some z > 0, we have h(~o(t, O, Xo, 0)) :~ 0 for 0 < t < z. Hence, for 
Xo~0  

'I? Lo(xo) = ~ hT(x(t))h(x(t))dt > 0. [] 

4. Balancing for nonlinear systems 

In the rest of this paper we consider nonlinear systems of the form (8) with controllability and observability 
function Lc, respectively, Lo as given in definition 3.1 and with the following standing assumptions: 

(1) 0 is an asymptotically stable equilibrium off(x) on some neighborhood Y of 0, 
(2) A = t~f/t~x (0) is asymptotically stable, 
(3) the system is zero-state observable and reachable for 0 on Y. 
(4) Lo exists on Y, 
(5) Equations (11) and (12) have smooth solutions on Y, 
(6) 0 is an asymptotically stable equilibrium of - ( f ( x )  + g(x)gT(x)0 rL~/0x (X)) on Y 
(7) t~ 2L~/ox 2 (0) > 0 and c~ 2Lo/~x 2 (0) > O. 

The reachability from 0 implies that Lo exists on Y, i.e. is finite. Assumption 6 can be eep!aced by 
det(O2L~/Ox 2 (0)) ~ 0 and det (c~2Lo/c~x 2 (0)) :/: 0, since we already know that both a-e non~ :egat~v¢-definite 
matrices. By Section 3 we know that these assumptions imply, among other thingg, that Lo Js the smooth 
positive-definite solution of (11) and Lc the smooth positive-definite solution of (12). Y,'~,~y also imply that 
(A, B) is controllable and that (C, A) is observable, where B = g(0) and C - Oh/Ox (0). 

Lemma 4.1. There exists a coordinate transformation x = dp(~), dp(O) = 0 (defined on a neighborhood of  O), such 
that Lc(x) in the new coordinates ~ = tip- l(x) is of  the following form: 

= ½ (13) 

Furthermore, we can write Lo(x) in the new coordinates ~ = ~"  l(x) in the following form: 

02 Lo 
Lo(~(~)) = ½ ~ tM(~)~  where M(O)= --~-yx2 (0), (14) 

with M(2) a n x n symmetric matrix with entries which are smooth functions of  Y+. 

Proof. Since 0 is a minimum of the observability and controllability function we have beside Lo(0) = 0 and 
Lc(0) - 0 that OLo/OX (0) - 0 and OLo/Ox (0) - O. Therefore, we can apply Morse's lemma (see [10] Lemma 
2.2) to L~. In this case it means that there exists local coordinates ~ - ( ~ . . . ~ , )  such that x - O(~), ~(0) - 0 
such that L~(x) in the new coordinates ~ = @-l(x) has the form (13). Finally, (14) follows by repeated 
application of [10, Lemma 2.1]. [] 

Lemma 4.2. I f  there exists a neighborhood V of  O where the number of  distinct eigenvalues o f  M (~) is constant 
for ~¢ V, then on V the eigenvalues ~i(x), i--  1 , . . . ,  n, are smooth function of  ~, as well as the associated 
eigenvectors. 

Proof. We can conclude this from [8, Theorem 5.13(a)]. [] 

Theorem 4.3. Consider system (8) and assume that the condition of  Lemma 4.2 is fulfilled. On a neighborhood 
U of  zero there exists a coordinate transformation x = ~(z), ~(0) = O, such that Lc(x) in the new coordinates 
z~ W:= ~ -  I(U) is of  the following form: 

£o(z):= = ½ zrz, (15) 
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while L, is for the new coordinates of the following form: 

Qz):= L&(z)) = ; ZT z, (16) 

where Q(Z) 2 - * n 2 z,(z) are smooth functions of z, called the singular value functions. 

Proof. From Lemma 4.1 we know that there exists a transformation x = 4(Z), 4(O) = 0 such that in the new 
coordinates L, and Lo are of the form (13), respectively, (14). By Lemma 4.2 we know that on V the 
eigenvalues of M(Z) and the associated eigenvectors are smooth functions of 2. Furthermore, we know that 
M(0) > 0 which means that M(O) is diagonalizable. By the smoothness of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, 
this implies that M(x’) is diagonalizable on V. Indeed, since M(Z) is symmetric, we can write 
M(Z) = T(Z)A(ji)TT(Z), where 

&ii(S), i = 1, . . . , n, are the eigenvalues of M(T) and T(Z) is the corresponding matrix of eigenvectors with 
T(Z) an orthogonal matrix, i.e. TT(X-) T(Z) = I, f~ K Now we can rewrite (14) as 

u#Jm = + gT T(x’)A(Z) TT(Z)Z, ZE v. 

Define a new coordinate transformation z = v(Z):= TT(Z)Z In these coordinates we get 

&km - 1(4)) = +zTn(v-‘(z))z, ZE w:= v(V). 

From (13) and x’ = T(Z)z, we get 

U&v- l(z))) = 4 ZT TT(R) T(Z)z = 3 ZTZ. 

Define ri(z):= Ai(v-l(z)), i = 1, . . . , n, #:= ~#Iov-~ and U := & 1 ( V), then the theorem is proven. Cl 

Remark 4.4. For a linear system the singular value functions ri, i = 1, . . . , n are constants and are the 
squared Hankel singular values. 

The form of the controllability and observability function in (15) and (16) is not yet entirely balanced. 
For that we need another additional coordinate transformation. We take as transformation 
Zi = q&i):= ri(O, . . . ,,O, zi, 0, . . . , 0)“4zi, i = 1, . . . , n, and hence z’ = q(z):= (ql(zl). . . ft”(~,,)) on 
~~~:=~(W).SinceL,(z)>O,wehavethatri(O,...,O~zi,0,...,0)>O,i=1,..~,n,forz~W,z#Oand 
therefore q is a well-defined transformation. Define EC(Z).- *- &V-~(Z)) and &,(Z):= L,(u-‘(Z)). Then (15) and 
( 16) become, respectively, 

EC(i) 1 = 2 zT 

i 

~lw- l 0 

. . . 1 2, 

0 %(z”)-l 

i 

~lw-‘7lw’m 0 
1 

is,(E) = 2 zT 
. . 

i 

5 . 

0 a,(z,)-‘7”(tl-‘(a) 

(17) 

w 
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where ai = ri(O, . . . , 0, vi ‘(Zi), 0, . . . , O)‘j2 for i = 1, . . . , n. NOW I&(0, . . . , 0, ifi, 0, . . . , 0) z $5; 

ai( ’ and EO(O, . . . , 0, Zig 0, . . . , 0) = 4 Zfai(Zi) for i = 1, . . . , n. This corresponds with the linear theory, 
since in that case bi is constant for i = 1,. . . , n, and thus the Gi’S are the Hankel singu1a.r values. We know 
rl(z)?” 2 Z,(Z) for ZE: IV. In energy terms we have for ri(Z) > ri+ 1 (2) that the state variable Zi is more 
important than the state variable Zi+l on II? 

Similar to the concept of balancing for linear systems we call the nonlinear system balanced if it has 
a controllability and observability function of the form of (17) and (18). This means that we can balance 
system (8) by a coordinate transformation of the form x = x(Z):= $(q- ’ (Z)),where $ is as in Theorem 4.3, 
which results in: 

i =T(f) + #(Z)u, y = Q(z). (19) 

Remark 4.5. For ri(Z) > 0 for all i = 1, . . . , n, ZE I@ E W, we can transform (15) and (16) by the coordinate 
transformation ii = fCi(Z):= Ti(Z)-1’2Zi for i = 1, . . . , n, ZE @. In the new coordinates, i = K(Z) = (K~(z), . . . , 
K,(Z)), for iE ii/:= K( I@), we have the following controllability and observability function: 

1 
E,(a):= f?:,(K-l(i)) = 2iT 

i 

tl(K-l(i))-' 0 
. . i. . (20) 

0 7,(K-l(i))-' 

1 
L,(i):= &C- ‘(2)) = 2 iTt. (21) 

Now we can follow a same kind of reasoning as above to get a form which1 we also could call balanced by the 
same type of arguments. If we change the role of L, and t, in Theorem 4.3 then the controllability and 
observability function in the new coordinates i, in @, are, respectively, z, and &, of the form (20) and (21). 

For linear systems the largest Hankel singular value is equal to the Hankel-norm of the system. This norm 
can be expressed in the notation of Section 2 as follows: 

II G II; =tn,,$$=max 
XTMX -T -2 - xL;x 2 

1, n XER” XTivlX 

=max,T,=6 
C k?lRn x x 

where G is the transfer function of the linear system, see [3]. In fact the Hankel-norm for a linear system gives 
the L2-gain from past inputs to future outputs. Similarly for nonlinear, systems we can consider 

Define tyX:= max ri(z), i = 1, . . . , n, then 
SW 

i 0 
n 

U) t,(Z) 
7i Z Zf c max 2 

7i zi 

max-=maxV=max i= 1 <max +--=7 max 

IEC L,(Z) ZEW L,(z) ZGW 
n 1 l 

c 
2 SW 

Zi L - zf 
i=l i= 1 

This means we only get an upper bound for the L,-gain from past inputs to future outputs. 
Now we consider the linearized version. We linearize system (8) and system (19), which 

a coordinate transformation x = x(Z). Linearization of system (8) in x = 0 and u = 0 gives 

5! = AR + Bu, y = a, 

(22) 

is (8) after 

(23) 

where A = df/cYx (0), B = g(O) and C = ah/ax (0). This system has as controllability and observability 
function, respectively, M,(A) and M,(A). Linearize (19) in z’ = 0 and u = 0, then we get 

2 = Ae + Bu, y = ($2, (24) 
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where A = ~f/t~£(O), /~ = ~(0) and C = t~h/t~£(O). This system has as controllability and observability 
function, respectively, M~(~) and ~o(~). 

Theorem 4.6. Define S := dx/d~.(O), then (23) is transformed into (24) by the coordinate transformation Yc = S i  
Therefore, A = S -  ~ A S, B = S -  1 B and C = CS. A and A are asymptotically stable. Furthermore, 

with 

1 00~2~ ¢~2L o M~(~) = ~ :~T (0)~, Mo(£) = ~ ~" -~x2 (0)£, 

I.T ~£~ ~ I ~£o 
~o(~) = ~ Z ~ (O)z, Mo(~) = ~ : ~ (0)~, 

(0)= ". and ~z ~ (0)= ". . 

0 ~.(0)-' 0 ~.(0) 

The oramians are connected as follows: 

C~2/~¢ sT 02Lc 02£o s.r 02Lo 
o~ ~ (o) = ~(o)s - ~ - ( o )  = ~(o)s. 

Proof. This follows by taking the Taylor series expansions in zero. [] 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

Hence, system (23) can be brought in a balanced form by a linear coordinate transformation which is the 
linearization of the coordinate transformation that is used to balance the nonlinear system (8). The balanced 
linear system (24) is the linearization of the balanced nonlinear system (19). 

5. Model reduction 

Model reduction for linear systems is explained briefly in Section 2. If we want to reduce system (8) we can 
use the same kind of reasoning. Hence, iffor k < n we have ~k(z) > %+ ,(z), ze W, which is actually the same as 
a($k)- l Tk(r/- ' (~)) > a($~ + 1)- ~ ~k + 1 (r/- ~ ($)), ~ W, then the state variable ~k is more important in terms of 
energy than the state variable ~k+ ~. Hence, $, until $~ are more important than Sk+~ until $, due to the 
, ,der ing  of the singular value functions. A possibility to reduce the number of states in the system (19) is to 
put $~, ~ = • • • = Sn = 0. We will partition the system in a corresponding way as follows: 

( = :), 
= \~(~o,:)], 0(~) = \~b(~o,:)], 

where ~° = (~,..., ~) and ~b = (~k + ,, • • •, ~.). Hence to reduce the system we set ~b = 0. From (I 7) it is 
clear that 0£Jc~b(~°,0) = 0. The Hamilton-Jacobi equations (11) and (12) of system (19) for £b =0, 
(~°, 0)~ I~, become: 

- ~£o 1 aLo (~, 0 )~ (~  ' O) + (~°, O)f~(~ o, O) + ~(~°, 0)~(~", O) = O, (28) 

a£~ (~o, 0 ) ~ ( ~  ' o) + (~, 0)~o(~ o, 0)~(~ o, (~, o) - o. (29) 
or ~2--~ )--gF 

The reduced system is the following: 

=f(~) + 0(~)u, ~ = h"(~), (30) 
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where £ = Z, f (~ ' ) -  - -~ = = - f~(z  ,0), ~(~,) 0a(~,0) and h'(£) /~(e°,0), for all £eff ' := {~'l(~',0)eff'}. It follows 
immediately that the controllability function of the reduced system (30), L,(~,), is equal to the solution of (29). 
Hence,/~¢(~) = L-e(7. a, 0). We cannot conclude (as in the linear case) that the observability function of the 
reduced system (30),/~o(~,), equals the reduced observability function of the original system (19). 

Theorem 5.1. /fJ~(~°, 0) = 0 or if  dLo/O$ ~ (~.°, O) = 0 for (~, 0)~ if" then Lo(~) = Lo(~. ~, 0), the reduced system 
(30) is in balanced form and has as sinoular value functions z~(z ~, O) > ' . "  > ~ ( z  °, 0), for z ° = ~l-~ (~ a, O) and 
rl defined as in Section 4. 

Proof. For~($ a, 0) = 0 or dLo/d$ ~ ($~, 0) = 0 the term d[olO$ ~ (~, 0)J~(g °, 0) in equation (28) is zero and thus 
/~o(~) = L-o(~ ~, 0). Then the reduced system (30) is in balanced form. Since the coordinate transformation 
:i = r/(z) = (r /(zx), . . . ,  r/(z,)), defined in Section 4, for ~ = 0 becomes ~° = ( r / (z t ) , . . . ,  ~/(zk)), we have that 
the singular value functions of system (30) are "r l (Z" ,O)>"" > zk(z °,0), where z ° =  (z 1 , . . .  , zk)= 
(1~1 1(~1) . . . . .  i~ k 1 (~k)). [ ]  

Remark 5.2. If we change the role of Lo and Lc as in Remark 4.5, then/~o(~) = Lo(~ °, O) and we cannot 
conclude that the controllability function of the reduced system, /~c, equals the reduced controllability 
function of the original system. Here (30) is taken as the representation of the reduced system and ~ = (~:°, ~:~)r 
is the partitioning of the state components of the balanced system. In other words: this implies that the roles 
of Lo and L¢ also change in this section. 

For the asymptotic stability of the reduced system we can use the first method of Lyapunov, i.e. 
linearization. Therefore, we partition the balanced linearized system (24) of Section 5 as we partitioned the 
nonlinear balanced system above. Hence, 

where Ao = dJ~/05~ (0),/~i = ~(0)  and C~ = O/~/0F (0), i , j  = a, b. We already assumed the asymptotic stability 
of A. Therefore, also/T is asymptotically stable. 

Theerem 5.3. The subsystems (fa(~. a, 0), ~a(~ a, 0),/~(£", 0)) and (fb(0, z?), [~l,(0, ,~b),/~(0, Fi,)) are locally asymp- 
totically stable. 

I 

Proof. From Theorem 3.2 in [16] we know that both linearized subsystems (Au, Bu Ce), i =  1, 2, are 
asymptotically stable. Since All -0 f~ /0$  ° (0, 0 ) =  0~0~.' (0) and 422 = 0fd0$ z' (0, 0) we conclude that the 
subsystems are locally asymptotically stable. [] 

Note that the subsystem (.~($a, 0), ~o(~, 0), h'($°, 0)) is the reduced system (30) and therefore (30) is locally 
asymptotically stable. With regard to global asymptotic stability we can state the following theorem. 

Theorem 5.4. I f  fb($ °, O) = 0 and L,o is proper on W, the reduced system (30) is asymptotically stable on if'. 

Proof. We know system (19) is zero-state observable• This implies that for all (~°,0)~ff', /~(~0(t, 0, 
($°, 0), 0)) = 0, t > 0, =*, ~p(t, 0, ($a, 0), 0) = 0, t .>_ 0. Sincefd~ °, 0) = 0 this implies that also the reduced system 
(30) is zero-state observable. Furthermore, by Theorem 5.1, we know that the singular value functions of the 
reduced system are the first k singular value functions of the original system for ~b = 0, Hence, 

1 T 
= 

el (-~1)- l ' r , (~-  1(~., 0)) 0 \ 

0 o'a,(~,,)- ! T,,(r/- ' (7:, 0)) 
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Therefore, we know that Lo(~) > 0 for ~,e I~, ~ ~- 0. Now we can apply Theorem 3.10 and state that the 
reduced system (30) is asymptotically stable on I~'. [] 

6. Conclusions 

We introduced balancing for stable nonlinear systems. The method is an extension of balancing for stable 
linear systems, since we considered the input and output energy function of a stable nonlinear system in 
a similar way as we do this for stable linear systems. The properties of the input and output energy functions 
for a nonlinear system match with the properties of these functions for a linear system. Therefore, we used 
these functions to balance the system about the equilibrium and applied model reduction. In general the 
nonlinear reduced system will not be balanced again, but we gave some sufficient conditions for which this 
holds. It is not clear yet how we should interpret the nonlinear reduced system if these conditions are not 
fulfilled. A nice property of the proposed method is that the linearized version of it gives exactly the method 
of balancing for linear systems applied to the linearized system. 
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